I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the Internet, network traffics grow rapidly and network behaviors become increasingly complicated. Network traffic analysis based on packet has not met the needs of network management. Instead, the traffic analysis based on flow is widely used in network security management, performance management, accounting management, traffic classification, topology analysis, and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . As network flow technology is widely applied, efficiency and accuracy of flowaggregation become more and more important; under high accuracy to improve the efficiency of flowaggregation is always one of the most important research issues of network flow technology.
Flow is an abstraction of network traffic. A flow is defined as a stream of packets that meet certain flow specification and termination constraints [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Flow specification only specifies the composition of a flow, while flow termination strategy, e.g. flow timeout, directly influences the efficiency and accuracy of flowaggregation. For avoidance of ambiguity, in this paper flow-aggregation refers to a process that IP packets are matched into flow records. In a general way, accuracy is the opposite of efficiency; accuracy improves with the efficiency decreases. In essence, flow termination strategy is aimed to look for a balance between efficiency and accuracy of flow-aggregation. Although there are many excellent researches, all of them fail to achieve the best balance between efficiency and accuracy [6, 11, 12] .
A lot of researches on flow characteristics indicate that a large proportion of network flows are single-packet flows in various networks. For the convenience of presentation, single-packet flow is denoted as SPF. Based on five-tuple specification and 64 seconds fixed timeout strategy, the SPF proportion is from 20% to 40% [6, 11, 13, 14] , and the latest research on CERNET and CAIDA traffics shows the proportion is between 30% and 60% [15] . As we know, the duration of SPF is zero second, but it is not exported from memory until the end of timeout during flow-aggregation, so a lot of memory and computing resources are wasted on SPFs. If we can export SPFs in time, the efficiency of flow-aggregation will be improved greatly. However, flow timeout optimization strategy on SPF is very few up to now. This paper focuses on flow termination strategy optimization of SPF, aims to increase efficiency as much as possible under the premise of high accuracy. For a long time, TCP traffic has occupied the dominant proportion of network traffic in terms of packets and bytes [15, [16] [17] [18] . Meanwhile, TCP is a connectionoriented protocol, has strict connection established, data exchange and connection release processes, and TCP packet can provide abundant transmission status information [19] . So, in this paper we only study flow termination strategy optimization for TCP traffic, while the optimization for UDP and other protocols will be researched in the future. Based on in-depth analysis of TCP SPF characteristics and the existing flow termination strategies, we propose a Flow-aggregation Accelerating Strategy for TCP traffic, denoted FAST. The main contributions of our work are as follows:
Firstly, we research TCP SPF characteristics deeply based on CERNET backbone network; find the packet status, packet arrival interval (denoted PAI) and the SYN packet size are high discerning features that can distinguish SPFs from the other flows. At the same time, more than 95% of TCP SPFs only have SYN, SYN+ACK and RST+ACK three statuses.
Next, we propose a flow-aggregation accelerating strategy based on TCP protocol, which can fast identify and export SPFs. If it is used to optimize the existing flow termination strategies, under normal circumstances, about 50% of the memory space and computing resources will be saved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II deeply analyzes the existing flow termination strategies. Section III analyzes the characteristics of SPFs in detail. Section IV describes our flow-aggregation accelerating strategy, then build time cost model, space cost model and accuracy model to compare our strategy with the others in efficiency and accuracy. Finally, we conclude the paper in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The existing flow termination strategies can be classified as three categories. The first one is timeout strategies based on PAI, when PAI greater than timeout threshold the flow is terminated, such as fixed timeout strategy [6] . The second one is the termination strategies based on protocol flags, such as flag termination strategy for TCP traffic [6, 11, 20, 21] . The third one is the forced termination strategies based on resource consumption, such as time or space forced termination strategies [20, 21] . The third one is mainly used in routers, aims to ensure efficiency of flow-aggregation at the cost of loss of accuracy. The second one is often used with other termination strategies. Up to now, researches on flow termination strategy have focused on the first category. According to setting mode of timeout threshold, the first category is divided into fixed timeout and self-adaptive timeout strategies.
Fixed timeout strategy (denoted FT) is the earliest flow timeout strategy [6] . It judges the termination of a flow by PAI. It sets a global timeout threshold, when PAI is greater than the threshold a flow is terminated. For its simpleness, it is widely used. However, FT has its inherent defects: (1) It treats all flows equally without utilizing differences and correlation of flow characteristics to improve efficiency of flow-aggregation. For example, the terminated short flows, especially the SPFs, should be thrown in time, but because their waiting time does not exceed the timeout threshold, they are hold in memory. So, a lot of system resources are wasted and system efficiency decreases. (2) Small timeout threshold can throw the terminated flows in time, but the slow flows will be cut off frequently and result in thrashing; although large timeout threshold can reduce the thrashing, lead to a waste of system resources. So, it only can achieve a balance between efficiency and accuracy.
Ryu et al. [11] proposed a self-adaptive timeout strategy named measurement-based binary exponential timeout, denoted MBET. MBET maintains an independent timeout threshold for every flow and decreases flow timeout threshold by binary exponential based on flow rate during the initial timeout threshold. This strategy has much higher comprehensive performance than FT. However, it also has some disadvantages: (1) This strategy is based on the stability of PAI of a flow, it is suitable for steady and increasing flow rates, not applicable for fluctuant and decreasing rates, such as FTP flows [12] . (2) Timeout is not adjusted to a suitable value until receiving sufficient packets, so the strategy is mainly suitable for large flows, not applicable for short flows; especially the SPFs. So, MBET is not optimized for short flows and SPFs.
Wang et al. [12] proposed a self-adaptive timeout strategy named probability-guaranteed adaptive timeout, denoted PGAT. PGAT can adjust timeout threshold automatically based on application type, flow size and guarantee probability during any present timeout threshold. It has high flexibility and overall performance. However, it still has some shortcomings: (1) Application type is judged by transmission port number, accuracy is very low [22] [23] [24] , so it is poor in generality. ( 2) It focuses on integrality of long flows, does not optimize timeout thresholds of short flows, especially of SPFs.
FT, MBET and PGAT are the most typical flow timeout strategies. However, they do not optimize the timeout thresholds of short flows, especially of SPFs. Besides, there are also other typical strategies, such as two-level self-adaptive timeout, denoted TSAT [13] , multiclass support vector machines, denoted MSVM [14] and dynamical timeout strategy, denoted DToS [25] , and so on. Among these timeout strategies, only TSAT noticed SPFs.
TSAT uses a small timeout threshold to filter SPFs. If the first PAI of a flow is less than this threshold, the flow is identified as SPF. TSAT optimized the timeout threshold of SPFs and improved the system efficiency. However, it also has some disadvantages: (1) The global unified filtering threshold ignores the differences of flow characteristics, lack of pertinence and flexibility. (2) The filtering mechanism is only based on a single feature and its accuracy is easily affected by network environment. (3) A large error of SPF identification is introduced by filtering mechanism and system overall accuracy is reduced.
It is thus clear that SPF timeout optimizing is only in its infancy at present, it is necessary to research new optimizing mechanisms so as to shorten the retention time of SPFs in memory and improve the efficiency of flow-aggregation system.
III. SINGLE-PACKET FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Traditional flow termination strategies usually ignore the differences of flow characteristics and employ the unified strategy for all flows; therefore, some chances to improve flow-aggregation efficiency are certainly lost. Because this paper aims to optimize SPF timeout, this section is about to study the characteristics of SPF deeply based on actual traffics so as to find applicable optimizing strategies. All traces used in this paper were collected from the main channel in the CERNET with 1/4 flow sampling. This main channel covers over 100 universities and high schools; its bandwidth is 10 Gbps. used in the paper, where the flow number was calculated by 64 seconds FT.
For presentation purposes, we define flow, TCP flow, TCP flow status and TCP bidirectional flow as follows. Definition 1. A flow is defined as a unidirectional stream of packets subject to a specification that all the packets have same five-tuple (source IP address, destination IP address, source port number, destination port number, layer 3 protocol type) and termination constraints. In this section, we employ 64 seconds FT to generate flow records based on trace I that lasted for 24 hours. Then we analyze the distributions of source port, destination port, size, TOS, TTL and PAI of TCP flows. Unfortunately, port, size, TOS and TTL are very low discerning features to distinguish SPFs from the other flows. Although PAI is a high discerning feature, if we want to ensure high accuracy of SPF identification, the PAI threshold is still large. So, we need to seek some high discerning features to identify SPFs. Because this paper focuses on TCP traffic, we will deeply analyze the TCP SPF characteristics.
TCP SPF distribution based on trace I demonstrates that around 70% of SPFs are TCP flows, the distribution plots TCP SPF proportion by the hour, the details as shown in Fig. 1 . And the measurements based on trace 1~16 also verify this finding; average 62% of SPFs utilize TCP protocol.
Obviously, most of the SPFs are normally TCP SPFs. Meanwhile, as a reliable transmission control protocol, TCP has rigid connection establishment, data exchange and connection release specifications; and it can provide abundant transmission statuses informations; these are important for TCP SPF identification. TCP transmission statuses refer to flag field value of a packet, i.e. TCP flow status. Although TCP flag field can indicate 63 statuses, distribution of TCP SPF statuses based on trace I shows 98% of TCP SPFs only have SYN (13%), SYN+ACK (75%) and RST+ACK (10%) three statuses, the details as shown in Fig. 2 . And the measurements based on trace 1~16 also show average 95% of SPFs are these three statuses. It is thus clear that, the vast majority of TCP SPFs only have SYN, SYN+ACK and RST+ACK three statuses. And the analysis based on entropy shows the TCP transmission status is a high discerning feature for TCP SPF identification. Therefore, this paper will research a quick identifying mechanism for TCP SPFs based on TCP transmission status to accelerate flow-aggregation process.
IV. FAST STRATEGY
As we know, TCP protocol specifies rigid connection establishment and termination processes. From the threeway handshake of TCP connection establishment and four-way handshake of connection termination can be concluded that an effective TCP connection contains at least 6 packets, and when timeout threshold is applicable, it contains two unidirectional flows (denoted uniflow) both packet number greater than 2. However, TCP SPF only has one packet; this illustrates that TCP SPF much more likely relates to an ineffective TCP connection or it is generated by an unreasonable timeout threshold that makes a TCP flow be shortened. Because we utilize the widely accepted 64 seconds timeout threshold, this eliminates the case that threshold is not reasonable. Therefore, we propose FAST based on effectiveness of TCP connection to identify TCP SPFs.
A. Principle
The basic starting point of FAST is the legality of flow status transition based on TCP protocol. When a new packet arrives, TCP transmission status of this packet is obtained and TCP flow status will change from previous status to this status, if the transition is legal, then flow status is changed as the new status, else the flow is terminated and exported. Because a SPF only has one packet, we only keep a watchful eye on the first two packets of a flow; once a flow receives the second packet legally, it is not a SPF and moved to TCP flowaggregation module. This design not only can quickly identify SPFs, but also can save system resources, FAST working process as shown in Fig. 3 . The vast majority of TCP SPFs only have SYN, SYN+ACK and RST+ACK three statuses; the other 60 statuses only occupy around 2% of TCP SPFs and they distribute evenly, the identifying cost of these 60 statuses SPFs is large but the improved system efficiency is very little. So, FAST only identifies the first three statuses SPFs to accelerate flow-aggregation process. In order to expound FAST more clearly, Table II If the first TFS of a flow is illegal, the flow is judged as a SPF and exported. If the first TFS of a flow is legal, the holding time threshold will be used to judge whether the flow is a SPF, if waiting time is greater than holding time threshold and the TFS is still not changed legally, then the flow is judged as SPF.
For an effective TCP uniflow, the first legal status only can be SYN or SYN+ACK status. However, for a TCP connection, SYN status is earlier than SYN+ACK status, this fact is not reflected by uniflow. In view of the bidirectional characteristic of TCP connection, we use For RST+ACK SPF, it can be identified directly; firstly RST+ACK is not the first legal flow status, furthermore RST is one of the flow termination flags in TCP flow termination strategies [6, 20, 21] . For SYN+ACK SPF, it can be identified by biflow; at first, SYN+ACK is not the first legal status of a biflow, secondly the researches based on trace I and trace 1~16 also show that the biflow with SYN+ACK status as the first status is a SPF. Fig. 4 describes the status distribution of SYN+ACK SPFs based on trace I. Fig. 4 (a) shows average 97% of SYN+ACK SPFs (denoted SASPF) can be identified by time sequence of statuses. Although, the remainder 3% cannot identified by time sequence of statuses, 81% of this 3% are SYN/SYN+ACK bidirectional SPFs that both forward and reverse flow are SPFs, the details as shown in Fig. 4 (b); they can be identified and exported in the course of SYN SPFs identification, so the final identifying ratio of SYN+ACK SPFs can exceed 99% and the identifying error is related to SYN SPF identifying error. Suppose that SYN SPF identifying error is 2%, SYN+ACK error is only 0.05% that can be ignored. The experiments based on trace 1~16 also verify the effectiveness of SYN+ACK SPF identification using time sequence of statuses.
For SYN status, because it is the legal first status of SPF or biflow, SYN SPF cannot be identified by time sequence of statuses. For SYN SPFs, this paper utilizes PAI and SYN packet size to identify them. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of SYN status holding time based on trace I, we will research the SYN status holding time threshold based on this distribution.
For the convenience of presentation, we define guaranteed probability, sample error and true error as follow.
Definition 5. For a certain time threshold, the probability that the status of a flow can transform successfully from SYN to another is called guaranteed probability that the flow is not a SPF.
Definition 6. For a certain time threshold, the probability that a flow of the available data sample is wrongly judged as SPF is called sample error and the error of all samples is called true error.
The sample error (denoted error S (h)) of hypothesis h with respect to target function f and data sample S is:
where n is the number of examples in S, and the quantity δ
(f(x),h(x)) is 1 if f(x)≠h(x)
, and 0 otherwise.
The true error (denoted error D (h)) of hypothesis h with respect to target function f and distribution D is:
Mitchell [26] proposed a general expression for approximate N% confidence intervals for error D (h) is:
Here the constant Z N is chosen depending on the desired confidence level.
Based on cumulative distribution in Fig. 5 , we calculate the major thresholds of SYN holding time, the thresholds details as shown in Table III . Obviously, the vast majority of TCP flows have a very short SYN holding time. As we know, threshold is usually chosen depending on a requirement that is always the efficiency or accuracy. So, in practice, we should choose the most suitable threshold depending on the desired accuracy, so as to improve the system efficiency at the cost of loss of minimum accuracy. In view of this, we deeply analyze the distributions of source port, destination port, size, TOS and TTL of SYN SPF based on trace I, where only the distribution of SYN SPF size has obvious regularity, the details as shown in Fig. 6 . For the conveniences of description, a flow that its first packet is SYN packet and the packet size is 40 bytes is denoted as SYN40. If a SYN40 is a SPF, it is called SYN40 SPF, and otherwise it is called SYN40 MPF. SYN SPF size distribution shows that more than 65% of SYN SPFs are SYN40 SPFs, and the research of SYN40 based on trace I shows that the MPF proportion of SYN40s is less than 2%, this fact demonstrates that if we only use the first packet size to identify the SPFs, then the identifying accuracy of SYN40 SPFs can easily exceed 98%. The experiment results based on trace 1~16 also verify these facts, the details as shown in Table IV and  Table V , where P S40SF stands for the proportion SYN40 SPFs relative to SYN40s, P SSF40 stands for the proportion SYN40 SPFs relative to SYN SPFs.
In order to improve the identifying accuracy of SYN40 SPFs, we deeply study the PAI distribution of SYN40s based on trace I, the details as shown in Fig. 7 . The distribution shows that the PAIs of more than 45% SYN40 MPFs are less than 2 seconds, and this fact is also verified by the experiment results based on trace 1~16, the details as shown in Table VI and Table VII , where P L2PAI stands for the proportion the SYN40 MPFs which first PAIs are less than 2 seconds relative to all SYN40 MPFs. It is thus clear that, if the 2 seconds threshold is used to identify SYN40 SPFs, then the identifying error will be decreased 50%. Without loss of generality, we calculate the major holding time thresholds of SYN40 based on trace I, the details as shown in Table VIII From the above analysis on SYN and SYN40 SPFs, this paper uses two sets of thresholds in the course of SYN SPF identification, if the first packet of a flow is SYN40, we choose the threshold in Table VIII according to the desired accuracy, and otherwise we choose the threshold in Table III . 
B. Efficiency Evaluation
The cost of a strategy usually refers to the average computing resources and memory resources consumed by handling an input. For flow-aggregation, flow is the basic unit of a system, so the cost of FAST is the average computing resources and memory resources that are used to create and maintain a flow record. Because FAST only optimizes the flow timeout strategy for TCP traffic, the remainder of traffic is still aggregated by conventional methods; only the flow-aggregation cost of TCP traffic may be changed, and the costs of other traffics are not changed. So, we only need to build the cost models for TCP traffic. Table IX lists the main parameters and their meanings of our cost models. Although the typical adaptive timeout strategies, such as MBET, PGAT and so on, are more efficient than FT, they do not optimize the SPF termination strategy; for SPFs, these strategies have the same efficiency as FT. This means that for a same trace the cost saved by timeout optimizing of SPFs is equal for all strategies. As we know, the cost of FT is the largest among all strategies. So, cost reduction percent FAST relative to FT is less than FAST relative to other strategies. Therefore, if we want to compare efficiency of FAST with other strategies, we only need to compare with FT to get the minimum values.
For FAST, C FAST and M FAST are used to denote the average computing resources and memory resources that are used to handle a flow. Where C SYN and M SYN are used to denote the average computing resources and memory resources that are used to handle a SYN SPF, M SA are used to denote the average memory resources that are used to handle a SYN+ACK SPF. Meanwhile, for FT, C FT and M FT are used to denote the average computing resources and memory resources that are used to handle a flow. 
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We use R CFF and R MFF to denote the cost reduction ratio FAST relative to FT of the average computing resources and memory resources that are used to handle a flow:
Because many parameters of R CFF and R MFF are closely related to network environment, this paper will calculate R CFF and R MFF based on trace 1~16. The flow-aggregation algorithm indicates M S =M F , C FC =C SC =3C FS =3C SS , If T SYN =16s, T SYN40 =2s, T F =64s, α=1Hz, we will get the values of R CFF and R MFF for trace 1~16, the details as shown in Table X and Table XI .
The experiment results show that FAST improves the efficiency of flow-aggregation greatly. Compared to MBET, PGAT, FT and other strategies, when SPF proportion is higher, average computing resources for Trace ID
Proportion
The ratio FAST relative to TSAT on reduction percent of memory resources The ratio mean FAST relative to TSAT on reduction percent of memory resources handling a flow decrease around 52% and average memory resources decrease 54% approximately. Even if the SPF proportion is very low, the average cost reduction percent is also more than 11%. Meanwhile, when the number of SPFs increases rapidly, such as DDoS attack, the efficiency of MEBT, PGAT, FT and other strategies will decrease largely, and at worst, memory will be exhausted and system crashes. In this situation, FAST can ensure system works normally as much as possible.
In order to further evaluate the time and space efficiency of FAST, we compared FAST with TSAT that is the only strategy with filtering mechanism for SPFs up to now. TSAT uses 16 seconds timeout threshold to filter SPFs, if the first PAI of a flow is larger than 16 seconds, then the flow is identified as a SPF. For TSAT, C TSAT and M TSAT are used to denote the average computing resources and memory resources that are used to handle a flow. And the cost reduction percent TSAT relative to FT is denoted as R CTF and R MTF , the details as shown in (13)~ (16) . We calculate the cost reductions for TSAT based on trace 1~16 and compare with FAST. The results show the average computing resources reduction percent of FAST is around 1.40 times relative to TSAT and average memory reduction percent of FAST is about 1.30 times relative to TSAT, the details as shown in Fig. 8 
C. Accuracy Evaluation
The difference FAST relative to other strategies is the SPF timeout optimization for TCP traffic; the other traffic is still aggregated by conventional strategies and the flow-aggregation accuracy of that traffic is not changed. Therefore, when we evaluate the accuracy of FAST we only need to consider TCP traffic, and the accuracy of FAST is the TCP SPF identifying accuracy relative to benchmark. In many researches, the flow-aggregation result using FT with 64 seconds timeout is always viewed as a benchmark. So, we take the flow record set generated by FT with 64 seconds timeout as the true set, and we use thrashing and shortening to evaluate the accuracy of FAST.
Definition 7. For a trace, when a flow termination strategy is employed, the increased proportion the flow number generated by the strategy relative to true number contained in the trace is called thrashing, denoted R THRA .
where Num STRA denotes the number of generated flows by the strategy, and Num TRUE denotes the true number of flows contained in the trace. 
where Num SAME denotes the number of the true flows contained in the trace that are not cut off when a flow termination strategy is employed. We calculate the accuracy of FAST based on trace 1~16, and the values of R THRA and R SHOR are showed in Table XII and Table XIII . The experiment results show that both thrashing and shortening are only about 1%. Thus it can be seen that FAST only loses very tiny accuracy of flow-aggregation relative to benchmark.
In order to fully evaluate the accuracy of FAST, we calculate the thrashing and shortening of TSAT based on trace 1~16 and compare with FAST. The results show the average thrashing of TSAT is 3.29 times relative to FAST and its average fluctuation range is 8.96 times relative to FAST, the details as shown in Fig. 9 (a) . Meanwhile, the average shortening of TSAT is 3.08 times relative to FAST and its average fluctuation range is 7.86 times relative to FAST, the details as shown in Fig. 9 (b) . It is thus clear that both accuracy value and accuracy stability FAST is much better than TSAT.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Efficiency improvement of flow-aggregation is always an important research issue of flow-based network management. This paper aims to optimize SPF termination strategy. At first, we deeply research the characteristics of SPFs, find that packet statuses, PAI and SYN packet size are high discerning features that can identify SPFs accurately, and 95% of TCP SPFs only have SYN, SYN+ACK and RST+ACK three statuses in the measured network. Then, we propose FAST strategy and analyze its efficiency and accuracy based on 5 years traces from CERNET backbone. The results show FAST usually reduces more than 50% computing resources and memory resources relative to MEBT, PGAT, FT and other strategies, and the accuracy is only lost around 1%. Relative to the existing SPF filtering strategy (TSAT) FAST improves efficiency and accuracy of flowaggregation much more. All these results demonstrate convincingly that FAST succeeds in optimizing SPF termination strategy. Meanwhile, in view of the advantage of SPF fast identification, FAST can ensure the system work normally as much as possible when network anomaly is raised, such as DDoS attack. And furthermore, FAST can be viewed as a filtering mechanism of SPFs; it can be easily transplanted to MEBT, PGAT, FT and other termination strategies, so as to optimize these strategies.
